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INTRODUCTION
Diabetes is one of the most prevalent diseases of the

modern society. It is a group of metabolic and chronic dis-
eases characterised by high blood sugar either because not
enough insulin is produced in the body (type 1) or cells do
not respond to the produced insulin (type 2). Insulin is pep-
tide hormone produced by pancreas and is central to regula-
tion of carbohydrates (sugar) and fat metabolism in the body.
Insulin is one of the most investigated peptides with both
structure and function well known. Insulin is stored in the
body as a hexamer but is only active as monomer. Hexamer
is an inactive form with long term stability, which serves to
keep highly reactive insulin protected but yet readily avail-
able (1).

Insulin injections are the main treatment for Diabetes
type 1 where there is a lack of insulin in the body. However,
in case of Diabetes type 2 where the main problem is inter-
action between insulin and receptor the situation is different
and cannot be simply solved by insulin injections1. In both
cases slightly modified insulin is used by different pharma-
ceutical companies. Modifications are done to balance sta-
bility of multimers with activity of monomers(1). However
all these modifications are done by random mutations with-
out understanding how the function of formation multimers
as distinct to function of receptor recognition is written in
the peptide sequence. Here we will use Resonant Reco-
gnition Model (2-4) to analyse these two functions within the
insulin protein and to identify characteristic feature for each

function. Once when these characteristics are identified it is
possible to predict mutations which will be able to balance
stability with activity of insulin in any desired proportion.

RESONANT RECOGNITION MODEL (RRM)
The RRM represents a whole new view to biomolecular

interactions, in particular protein-protein and protein-DNA
interactions 2-4.

The RRM is based on the finding that certain periodici-
ties (frequencies) within distribution of energies of delo-
calised electrons along a protein molecule are critical for
protein biological function and/or interaction with its target.
The RRM enables these frequency characteristics to be cal-
culated. These findings can be applied to the: 

a) Definition of protein or DNA functions; 
b) Definition of protein or DNA targets and analysis of

their mutual recognition; 
c) Prediction of amino acids in the protein or nucleotides

in the DNA which are mostly important for the function of
the macromolecule; 

d) Prediction of functionally relevant mutations in pro-
teins and/or DNA;

e) Design of a completely new peptides or DNA frag-
ments with desired spectral characteristics and consequently
corresponding biological activities been designed. 

All these applications have been tested on a number of
examples (2-11) including examples which have been already
tested in biological systems, for example FGF analogues (5),
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HIV envelope mimicking peptides (6), and Myxoma virus
analogues (7) de novo designed peptides using the RRM. 

The model is applied here to identify characteristics
related to insulin ability to form multimers on one hand and
to interact with receptor on the other hand. Once when these
two differently characteristics are identified it is possible to
predict mutations that will lead to desired ratio balance
between these two functions.

RRM CALCULATIONS – CONCEPT OF CHAR-
ACTERISTIC FREQUENCY
All proteins can be considered as a linear sequence of

their constitutive elements, i.e. amino acids. Biological func-
tion of proteins is determined primarily by the linear seque-
nce of their constitutive elements, i.e. amino acids. The
Resonant Recognition Model (RRM) interprets this linear
information by transforming a protein sequence into a nu-
merical series and then into the frequency domain using dig-
ital signal processing methods, the Fourier Transform (FFT). 

Assignment of EIIP – Formation of Numeric
Sequence
In the RRM, the protein primary structure is presented as

a numerical series by assigning a physical parameter value
relevant to the protein's biological activity to each amino
acid. Although a number of amino acid indices have been
found to correlate in some ways with the biological activity
of the whole protein, our investigations have shown that the
best correlation can be achieved with parameters which are
related to the energy of delocalised electrons of each amino
acid. These findings can be explained by the fact that the
electrons delocalised from the particular amino acid, have
the strongest impact on the electronic distribution of the
whole protein. In this study, the energy of delocalised elec-
trons (calculated as the electronion interaction pseudo-
potential (EIIP) of each amino acid residue was used. The
resulting numerical series represents the distribution of the
free electrons energies along the protein molecule. 

Concept of Spectrum, Cross Spectrum –
Characteristic Frequency
At the second stage, the numerical series are analysed by

digital signal analysis methods, using Fourier Transform, in
order to extract information pertinent to the biological func-
tion. The average distance between amino acid residues in
a polypeptide chain is about 3.8Å and it can be assumed
that the points in the numerical sequence derived are equi-
distant. For further numerical analysis, the distance
between points in these numerical sequences is set at an
arbitrary value d=1. Therefore, the maximum frequency in
the spectrum is F=1/2d=0.5. The total number of points in
the sequence influences the resolution of the spectrum only.
Therefore, for N-point sequence the resolution in the spec-
trum is equal to 1/N. The n-th point in the spectral function
corresponds to the frequency f=n/N. 

In order to extract common spectral characteristics of
sequences having the same or similar biological function,
the cross-spectral function is used. Peak frequencies in the
amplitude cross-spectral function define common frequen-
cy components of the two sequences analysed. To determine

the common frequency components for a group of protein
sequences, we have calculated the absolute values of multi-
ple cross-spectral function coefficients M, which are defined
as follows:
|Mn| = |X1,n| |X2,n|Λ |XM,n| Kn = 1,2, K N/2
Peak frequencies in such a multiple cross-spectral func-

tion present common frequency components for all
sequences analysed. Signal-to-noise ratio S/N for each peak
is defined as a measure of similarity between sequences
analysed. The S/N is calculated as the ratio between the sig-
nal intensity at the particular peak frequency and the mean
value over the whole spectrum. Previous research results
have shown that the value of S/N ratio of at least 20 can be
considered as significant. The multiple cross-spectral func-
tion of large group of sequences with the same biological
function are called „consensus spectrum". The presence of a
peak frequency with the significant signal-to-noise ratio in a
consensus spectrum implies that all of the analysed
sequences within the group have one frequency component
in common. This frequency is related to the biological func-
tion provided the following criteria are met:

a) one peak only exists for a group of protein sequences
sharing the same biological function

b) no significant peak exists for biologically unrelated
protein sequences

c) peak frequencies are different for different biological
functions.

Above criteria have been implemented throughout the
sequence databases(2-4) and the following fundamental con-
clusion was drawn: 

Each specific biological function within protein or
DNA is characterised by one frequency (2-4). 
The examples shown so far, present that all protein se-

quences with the common biological function have common
frequency component, which is a specific feature for the
observed function/interaction (2-11). This characteristic fre-
quency is related to the protein biological function (Figure
1):

In order to understand the meaning of the characteristic
frequency, it is important to clarify what is meant by the bio-
logical function of proteins. Each biological process is driv-

Figure 1: Characteristic frequencies of different biological
functions
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en by proteins that selectively interact with other proteins,
DNA regulatory segment or small molecules. These interac-
tive processes that involve energy transfer between the inter-
acting molecules are highly selective. How is this selectivi-
ty achieved? In the RRM it is assumed that the selectivity is
defined within the amino acid sequence. It has been shown
that proteins and their targets share the same characteristic
frequency (Figure 2), but are in opposite phase (phase differ-
ence close to 3.14 radian) at this characteristic frequency for
each pair of interacting macromolecules (2-4). Therefore, we
conclude that RRM characteristic frequencies represent pro-
teins’ general functions as well as mutual recognition
between a particular protein and its target (receptor, ligand,
etc). This results from matching of periodicities within the
distribution of energies of free electrons along the interact-
ing proteins, which can be regarded as the resonant recogni-
tion. The RRM model assumes that characteristic frequen-
cies are responsible for the resonant recognition between
macromolecules at a distance. Thus, these frequencies have
to represent oscillations of some physical field which can
transmit through water dipoles. One of the possibilities is
that this field is electromagnetic in nature (2-4,12,13). 

Therefore, it has been proposed that interacting mole-
cules „communicate” with each other i.e. recognise each
other at the distance, based on the same/similar (within the
calculation error) characteristic frequency, but opposite
phases at that frequency.

Applications of RRM
Once when we know that each biological function/inter-

action is characterised with RRM frequency and phase we
can use this parameter to analyse protein biological function,
predict key amino acids („hot spots”) for the particular func-
tion and even design de novo peptides with the desired bio-
logical function or interaction ability. 

This approach has been already used in a number of
examples (2-11,14,15) .

For example, in the case of Fibroblast Growth Factors
two characteristic frequencies were identified: one related to
receptor recognition and another related to „growth activi-
ty”. The aim of that particular project was to design peptide
which can competitively bind to the FGF receptor but with-
out inducing growth. Using only receptor recognition fre-
quency the 16-mer peptide was designed experimentally
tested and indeed had receptor recognition activity without
inducing growth (5).

In the case of HIV virus the one common RRM frequen-
cy was identified for all HIV envelope protein despite their
high variability. This frequency was used to design peptide
that can immunologically mimic all HIV isolates and thus
could be a good candidate for vaccine (6).

Similar idea as described above was used to mimic myx-
oma virus oncolytic function. Myxoma virus (MV) is a rab-
bit-specific poxvirus pathogen that also exhibits a unique
tropism for human tumor cells and is dramatically oncolytic
for human cancer xenografts. The RRM characteristic fre-
quency for MV proteins was identified and used to design
peptides that were experimentally shown to mimic myxoma
virus oncolytic function (7).

Here, we used RRM approach to analyse insulin peptides
with the aim to identify distinct characteristic frequencies
for a) insulin molecules clustering and b) receptor recogni-
tion. If these characteristic frequencies are identified than it
would be possible to mutate insulin molecule in such way to
either increase its affinity to make clusters and thus produce
slow activity or to increase receptor recognition with lower
clustering ability and thus increase strength and speed of
activity. Thus then it would be possible to rationally balance
stability of multimers with activity of monomer.

RESULTS
Eight  insulin peptides (P01317 – insulinbovin, P67970 –

insulinchicken, P01321 – insulindog, P01308 – insulinhu-
man, P01315 – insulinpig, P01311 – insulinrabit, P01322 –
insulinrat, P01318 – insulinsheep) were analysed using the
RRM approach. The cross spectrum of 8 insulin peptides is
presented in Figure 3. It can be noticed that there are two
distinct common frequencies, f1=0.0439+-0.008 and fre-
quency range from f2=0.36 to f2=0.39 for all analysed
insulin peptides. 

To identify which functions/interactions are these fre-
quencies characterising the insulin peptides were compare
with four insulin receptors (Q9PVZ4 – insulinfrogreceptor,
P06213 – insulinhumanreceptor,  P15208 – insulinmousere-
ceptor, P15127 – insulinratreceptor). The result is presented

Figure 2: Cross-spectra of promoters and RNA polymerase
showing that Interacting macromolecules have the same charac-

teristic frequency

Figure 3: 8 insulin cross spectrum
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Sa`etak
Dijabetes je jedna od naj~e{}ih metaboli~nih hroni~nih oboljenja u modernom dru{tvu.
Osnovni tretman kod dijabetesa je upotreba insulina. Za tretman razli~itih tipova dijabete-
sa je va`no upotrebiti varijante insulina sa razli~itim odnosom stabilnosti i aktivnosti. U
ovom radu Model Rezonantnog Prepoznavanja (RRM), koji su autori razvili, pokazao je
mogu}nost za predikciju insulinskih modifikacija sa `eljenom stabilnosti i aktivnosti. Ovaj
kompjuterski prilaz mo`e da u{tedi vreme i novac za razvoj novih varijanti insulina. 
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in Figure 4. It could be observed that frequency f2=0.3828
has become much more prominent which makes it good can-
didate to be receptor recognition characteristic frequency. 

To additionally check if this frequency is responsible for
the recognition we will check phases in the interacting pairs
of proteins. The phases for human insulin at frequency
0.3828 is -1.367, while the phase for human insulin receptor
at frequency f2=0.3828 is 2.741. As the phase difference of

3.816 at frequency 0.3828 is close enough to be considered
opposite (close to 3.14) according to RRM it could be pro-
posed that frequency of 0.3828 is good candidate to be
insulin– insulin receptor recognition. 

As frequency f2=0.3828  is identified as receptor recog-
nition frequency this leaves frequency  f1=0.0439 responsi-
ble for multimer formation. By changing balance of these

two frequencies in human insulin it is possible computation-
ally 2-4,13,14 to find out key („hot spot”) amino acids and
consequently mutations in human insulin which can produce
insulin with desired balance of multimer formation and
activity.

CONCLUSION
We have applied here RRM approach to identify func-

tional characteristics within the insulin peptide. Two distinct
characteristic frequencies were identified f1=0.0439 and
f2=0.3828. Through comparison with insulin receptor it has
been found that frequency f2=3828 is most probably recep-
tor recognition characteristics leaving frequency f1=0.0439
to be responsible for multimer formation. With the knowl-
edge of these two frequencies it is now possible to find out
key amino acids for each of these frequencies and conse-
quently rationally predict mutations that can influence either
multimer formation or receptor recognition. This could lead
to new variants of insulin with balance of stability with
activity in any desired proportion.
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Figure 4: 8 insulin and 4 insulin receptors cross spectrum 


